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Christal Turner has always had a passion for helping others and showing people how to
bridge the gap. She was born and raised in Flint, MI but has made her home in the Lone
Star State. She is often viewed as being self-motivated, self-driven, and self-determined.
Ambitious could be her middle name due to her "I'm still standing" mentality. She is very
outgoing and has a personality that's like no other. 

Christal Turner is an active volunteer in her community and loves to work with the youth
and women of all ages. She is a firm believer that our youth represents what our society
will resemble in the future, and it's our responsibility as adults to instill in them the
characteristics that will make them great leaders. Christal has been asked to become a
motivational speaker for young adults and women about being disenfranchised by
circumstances.

Christal Turner is an alumnus of DeVry/ Keller University. She holds a Bachelor of
Science in Business Management with the contraction of Accounting, Master Business
Administrations Relations & Business and began pursuing her Doctorate in Business
Administration. Although she is an Operation Manager in the Education Loan Industry,
she can be viewed as a Counselor, Advocate, Teacher, and Mentor to humankind on
maximizing their knowledge in financial literacy. Christal's genuine desire to impact
someone's life has inspired her to open an assisted living facility. She's in the early
stages of developing a business plan to turn her goal into an accomplishment.

Christal's ultimate goal is to touch somebody's life so they can "pay it forward" and rise
to any occasion because the sky's the limit. 
She has a big heart and is willing to do whatever it takes to make a difference in
someone's life. She often says, "You have to think differently to make a difference." She's
a proud mother of three beautiful angels, Zambreisha, Vereeka, and Mark, with six
grandchildren, two boys and four girls. In her spare time, she enjoys spending time with
family, friends, and volunteering. She's the true definition of a regardless of what hand
that she was dealt life is more precious than Lyfe without the I but y for YOU……
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 I’m a WHOLE VIBE…A true creative with a love of ALL things Artsy, Eccentric,
and always ready for a CELEBRATION… 

 I am the CEO and Creative Director of Designer Chic Designs. A full service
Brand Consulting, Graphic Design, and Photography firm based in South
Atlanta. 

 I founded my company with the mission to help emerging business owners
turn their “Hobby Hustle” into a marketable brand that they could be proud
of. I strive to tell a visual story that will be seen as a work of art for years to
come. With that being said…I LOVE WHAT I DO. 

 I’m a Blogger with a focus on SelfCare, Relationships, and Mental Health from
an Entrepreneur’s point of view (ShesJustDope.com) and a Freelance creative
writer with Pretty Women Hustle Magazine. 

 Married to my real life Hero (retired Navy Veteran) and proud mother of 3
amazing kids. My goal is to stay focused on making my business succeed and
leave a legacy for my children along with the next generation to come. My
business is a family business, each one has their specific role within the
business. We work hard, Play Harder, and make sure to keep God, self care
and family time in the forefront. 

 Sisterhood is very important to me and being a part of this Bad Ass Tribe
provides a strong sense of community, accountability, and keeps me
motivated to rock my crown with my head held high. 
 I AM my Sister's Keeper…Life has a way of placing you on the path to fulfill
your destiny. You just have to stay on course to succeed, with my Sisters
having my back, ANYTHING is Possible.
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BRITTANY
TATE

Receiving a bachelor’s in Mass Media Arts from Clark Atlanta University, Brittany
loves every aspect of what’s been coined as “the culture.” 

While pursuing a career in broadcasting, she has sat in front of many
microphones, using each opportunity to be a voice for Black people, particularly
Black women. 

She lives by the rule of “each one, teach one,” believing that the more you have,
whether knowledge, time, or resources, the more you should share. Owner of
Sweet Tooke, an infused bakery, host of Mutha Lovin Session podcast, co-host of
the Game on Trial podcast, loctician, and mother of 4-year old twins, Brittany
understands the necessity of putting in hard work. 

She enjoys being submerged in the culture, with hopes of learning, educating,
and uplifting one another until the black wealth and ownership is regular
conversation.



ESHA
DAVIS

I was born and raised in Newark, New Jersey, and earned a BA in
Communication from William Paterson University. I also received a
Master's in Early Childhood Education.

I am not now a businesswoman or entrepreneur, but I am convinced that
with the aid of my amazing sorors, I will be soon! I am ecstatic to be a part
of Kappa Theta Lambda's Grand Chapter!

 I believe this sisterhood is just what I need to motivate, inspire, and hold
myself accountable to start a business! When I'm not teaching children,
I'm raising and enjoying time with my two handsome young kings (sons).   

Some of my favorite hobbies include spending time with my family,
shopping, traveling, and dining out with friends. Who am I? Lady Ayesha
Davis, I am a Lambda Lady.



VICTORIA
CLAUDE  “Success is something you attract by the person you become.” Jim Rohn. Ask Victoria

what success means to her and that's the response you will always receive. First you
create yourself and then you attract your success. 

 Victoria's passion has always been in the business of serving people but she hasn’t always
known exactly where and how she wanted to incorporate that into her career. After 15 years
in casual dining and hospitality she decided to branch off into healthcare in 2017 where she
believed she would find her wings, and it was there she truly understood how much her
compassion for people mattered. 

Now 5 years into the field of Healthcare Victoria has earned her Bachelor's Degree in
Healthcare Management from Western Governors University and is now pursuing her
Masters in Healthcare Coordination. Victoria is an Administrative Assistant working alongside
the executive team specializing in administrative technology and is responsible for educating
other employees on using progressive systems and applications, including accounting
software, mass communication procedures and organizational apps. 

If that wasn't enough Victoria is presently in the works of launching her own business line of
all around, everyday planners. "A good planner is like a best friend and every girl needs one".
Victoria is a powerful force in the workplace and uses her positive attitude and tireless
energy to encourage others to work hard and succeed. 

Victoria is inspired daily by three children ( 2 girls and 1 boy) . Growing daily and aiming
higher, success is where you can find Victoria.



MONET
 JAMES

Combine hard work, determination, and consistency, and you have Monet James. Residing
in Augusta, Ga, Monet is an experienced Account Manager by day and skilled Bartender by
night.
 
Monet’s passion for health and wellness has motivated her to start her activewear clothing
line, Clutch by Monet. Her goal is to empower women to comfortably get fit and be stylish
at the same time.
 
In addition to being a business owner, Monet is obsessed with inspiring and uplifting her
family and friends. Monet firmly believes that there is strength in sisterhood.



BETHESDA 
JEANTY

 Born and raised in the Clinton Hills section of Brooklyn, New York, Beth has always
had a passion for connecting with people. Her love for music and the arts has
allowed her to be in rooms and experience the rich and diverse culture of the Big
Apple. While majoring in performing arts and communications, she dedicated most
of her musical journey as an independent singer and songwriter, promoting
industry open mic events with other independent labels and music artists.
Wherever there was music, sound and a stage Beth was sure to be in the building!

 She received her bachelor’s degree from Southern New Hampshire University in
General Studies with a concentration in Sociology and is a long-term substitute
teacher for a performing arts school in Atlanta and still serves other school
districts. As a mother of two children, she values education greatly and continues to
set that example for her children and serving families who needed tutoring during
the pandemic. She is currently pursuing her master’s degree in Higher Education
Administration to be conferred in the summer of 2022!

 Currently, Beth is working on her up and coming podcast series scheduled to
launch in the winter of 2022, where she will bring light to topics that are unspoken
within the Black Community. She also wishes to have it serve as a platform for new
up and coming artists to showcase their talent. Beth is also a member of the
National MS Society, advocating and raising awareness for individuals living with
Multiple Sclerosis such as herself.



Lisa was born and raised in New York, a certified Brooklynite to be exact.
She currently resides in Maryland with her two sons.

During the day she manages a customer service and public
accommodations program for 88 offices throughout the United States and
Guam. Lisa has received many accolades to include the 2020 Director’s
Award for Outstanding Achievement in spearheading a new program.

Philanthropy is close to Lisa’s heart, specifically helping the homeless
population. Currently, she’s in the process of obtaining her non-profit
status to begin setting the groundwork for her transitional program.

LISA 
LEWIS



NANCY 
LAWSON

"My goal is not to be better than anyone else, but to be
better than I used to be". - Wayne Dyer

     A Georgia Peach native, but raised in the heart of Dallas,
Texas this southern belle is a force to be reckoned with. After
relocating back to Georgia with her family during a pandemic
she has continued to strive and obtain all goals she has set forth
for herself. A graduate from Kaplan University with a BSC in
Health Administration and currently completing her second
bachelor's degree in Business Administration from American
Intercontinental University she is setting an example that you
can do anything you put your mind to which she is surely doing.
Initially, with intention of moving up into a higher position in the
medical field, the pandemic showed her that she was more than
a person behind a computer device.
 
   A wife and a mother of two beautiful girls who loves everything
about fashion and beauty decided it was time to follow her heart
and what she loves. Leading to the birth of House of Amir
Boutique a women's fashion and apparel brand. "Anyone that
knows me knows I love beauty and fashion. Every time I go out
that's the first thing, I get complimented on is my looks followed
by where do I get my pieces from. I would meet so many
beautiful ladies out and about, but the number one thing they
all would mention is being able to find classy, chic, conservative
outfits that didn’t reveal everything. It was then I knew I needed
to provide a brand that showed women and young girls that you
can still look fabulous and be fully clothed." 



Lady Nikia is a very hardworking and dedicated Clinical Case
Manager. 

I love what I do, because the largest part of my heart is most
satisfied when I am able to be of help to someone else. I have
two adult children (son, 21 and daughter, 25) that I am totally
in-love with. We have a very close relationship, which I value
more than anything. 

Now that I have successfully raised them to be responsible
and independent enough to leave the nest, it is time for me to
do all of the things I aspire to accomplish. In the very near
future I will have my own Credit Repair business with the
ability to earn residual income while helping people repair
their credit at the same time. However, my long-term goal is
to own an exclusive Ladies only lounge with all male staff. 

In the meantime, I also have a story to write that I want to be
seen on screen. More to come on that! Ultimately, what
motivates me to obtain wealth is so that I can build several
homeless shelters that will not only provide food and shelter,
but also services to help them get back out into society with
dignity, confidence, self-respect and motivation. 

I joined Kappa Theta Lambda Sorority, because I was deeply
moved by the intelligence and talent that each of my Sisters
possess and their openness to share valuable information.
There is something to learn from each and every one of them
and I only hope to continue to bond, grow with and be of the
same value to my Sisters, as well.

NIKIA 
GAY 



IESHA 
WHITE

Iesha White was born and raised in the Metro-Atlanta area. She graduated from
Georgia State University with a Bachelors in Business Economics. 

Iesha is a Commercial Insurance Underwriter and enjoys her career. She holds 3
insurance designations from The Institutes Risk & Insurance Knowledge Group.
She has worked for various large commercial insurance corporations over the
course of her career. 

Iesha is also the Co-Owner and CFO of The Royal V Room, located in Metro
Atlanta. The Royal V Room is a Yoni Steam Spa for women where holistic
practices of steam and herbs are used for womb cleansing. Iesha is certified by
The Peristeam Hydrotherapy Institute as a Yoni Steam Practitioner. She has a
passion for women’s health and natural remedies that promote healthy lifestyles
for our community. 



My name is Crystal Berry and I am currently serving as  the Secretary of
Kappa Theta Lambda Sorority, Incorporated which is a position, I do not
take lightly.  

I currently work in the medical field as an Family Nurse Practitioner. I first
began my journey in nursing as a LPN in 2007, strategically moving up  the
ladder step by step. I then received my RN in 2009, BSN in 2010 and my
Masters in Nursing as a Family Nurse Practitioner in 2014. 

I am currently working on my terminal degree, but in medicine. My last
educational goal is to become a Medical Doctor, with an residency
preference in Internal Medicine. I am also the owner of Destress Esthetics,
LLC, an all natural, medicinal herbal line that promotes homeostasis
within the body. 

CRYSTAL 
BERRY



KIMYA
WILLAIMS

Kimya Williams is a Penn State University graduate with degrees
in Business Administration and Legal Studies with an extensive
and diverse background in financial and legal corporate training.
Currently her business is working with individuals, teams and
companies who are looking to develop or enhance Time, Goal,
Project and Task Management to get them closer to their
personal, home, business, work or school goals.

She is known in her community as an organizer for local political
campaigns, senior law advocacy, community leadership training
and hosting annual city-wide collaborative networking events. As
a founding member of the non-profit organization PREF, Kimya
currently serves as a lead planner for the Philadelphia Eid in the
Park Festival and works with the Mayor's office, local and state
agencies and outside vendors to coordinate for the historical
annual event for the Islamic holidays, which unifies over 15,000
community members of diverse backgrounds.
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